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ABSTRACT
Uncertainties
in stress analyses on both ships
and offshore structures are studied. Emphasis is given
to the effect of modeling ,uncertainties
on extr.%ne
design loads. This study investigates uncertainties
in
calculating short ad long term loads and load effects
on ships, md offshore platforms, and also in fatigue,
smalysis.

studies
haveseIt is shown thatsome previous
extreme design loads because
riously
underestimated
they have not properly treated modeling uncertainties.
/’”
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INTRODUCTION

Structural
analysis
ofmarinestructures
consists
ofthefollowing
steps:

b) modelingoftheapplied
loads;

b) what are the differences between random (natural) and modeling (subjective) uncertain ies?

e) fatigue
analysis.
Uncertainties
are always involved in all the steps
of structural
analysis. These uncertainties are due to

the random character of the loading environment and
the resulting loads, or due to inadequate knowledge
of physical phenomena associated with loads.

..”-

issues
areaddressed
inthispaper:
a) what is the best way to model uncertainties?

d) response
analysis,
wheredisplacements,
nominal
forcesappliedto eachstructural
member, ad
stresses
arecalculate~

,.

Theoryofreliability
and structural
analysis
have
reacheda stateofmaturitybut therearestill
gaps
in thestateofknowledgeon quantifying
loadsand
theirefFects.
As partof the totalfiortassociated
with rational
shipand offshore
studydesignbased
on probabilistic
methodsofanalysis,
a project
aimed
atquantifying
theuncertainties
indetermining
loads
and loadtiectsinmarinestructures
was established
by the Ship Structure
Committee.
Thispaperdescfibe~
some results
of thisproject.The following

a) description
oftheenvironment;

c) loadcombination;

,

The development of probabilistic analysis methods and design codes increased the importance of
quantifying uncertainties. Recentstudies
on offshore
[2-5],
aswellas shipstructures
[2,6-8],
investigated
errors
inevaluating
loadsand loadeffects.
The results
ofthesestudies
cambe usedto=sesstherelative
importanteofthevarious
typesofuncertainties.

RationaJ analysis and design of marine structures requires consideration of all the uncertainties
involved in predicting load effects. IR probabilistic
methods, these uncertainties must be quantfied in
order to xsess structural safety. Furthermore, the
determination of the partial load and resistmce factors, in the safety equation of a Load and Wsistance
Factor Qesign code, also requires quantification of all
Uncertainties [1,2].

c) how do modeling uncertainties afect
loads?

extreme

d) how import ant are random uncertainties in fatigue analysis?

The information
presented
inthispaperk organizedasfollows:
In section
2,we cl=sifyuncertainties
intotwo
categories,
random (natural)
and modeling,
andstudy
thebasicdifferences
betweenthesetwo types.Emphasisisgiventotheeffect
ofmodelinguncertainties
on extremeloads.Furthermore,
we reviewvarious
methodsformodelinguncertain
ies.
Section3 dealswithuncertainties
in loadsand
loadeffects.
Most of the information
ison uncertainties
in shortand longterm stillwater
and wave
bendingmoments. Different
ways formodelinguncertainties
arecompared.Itisshownthatwe candramatically
reducethetiability,
ifwe usetheGuedes
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Soares model for uncert ainty and distinguish between
different types of +ips, and between hogging and sagging. However, although Guedes Soares’ idea for reducing uncertainties
is co~ect, we believe that it k
not been properly implement ed in [S] because modeling uncertainties have not been correctly treated in
hiS study.

Foroilshore
platforms,
we studyuncerhinties
in
extremeglobal
loads.
Important
factors,
suchascurrentvelocity
and mtilne fouling are also considered.
Section 4 focuses on fatigue analysis procedures.
The study is cordlned to cumulative
damage based
approaches.
We examine the contribution
of the uncertainties,
whkh are involved in all steps of fatigue
analysis, tot he overall uncertainty in f atigue damage.
This. allows to identify the most critical uncertainties.
Finally, it is shown that the effect of random uncertainties on the cumulative darnage is negligible for
both ships and offshore structures.

2.0 TYPES OF UNCERTAINTIES
In thissection we detine two categories of uncertainties, rsndom and modeling, and examine the
Cliiferences between them. We also review various
models for sm.+ uncertainties. Emphasis is given to
the effect of modeling uncertainties on extreme design loads.
2.1

2.2

Models

In the following we prexnt Ang’s model.
Liet X be the actual value of wme quatity
and

X.

An example of a natural uncertainty, is that associated with the wave elevation at a given position
in the ocean. An example of a modeling uncertainty
is the error in calculating the stresses in a structure,
when the applied loads are known. For this case, the
and simplifica-

Modeling uncertainties are information sensitive,
in the sense that they can be reduced as the knowledge of the associated physical phenomena expands,
sad the mathematicid models representing them become more accurate. This is not the case for random uncertainties which do not decre=e w we gather
more information on fundamental science, but only
as we obt ah more data.
Both random and modeling uncertainties must
be quantified and accounted for in reliability analysis
and development of probabilistic design codes.
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be the

corresponding

value

of interest

specified

by a

design code. Then,
X = BIBIIXO

(2.1)

,

where BI is the ratio of the theoretically predicted
value for this quantity, X=, and XO, and BII is the ratio of X and XP. B1 is a measure of natural (random)
variabllit y, which is also. called type I uncert aihty,
and BI1 is a measure of modeling uncertainty. The
meaq values of random variables .BI and BII, 13(111)
and ~(B1l),
are the, biases corresponding to natural and modeling uncertain ies, respectively. Assuming that the random. and modeling uncertainties are
statistically independent, and by using a first order
second moment (F. O .S.M. ) approximateion, we can
quantify the total uncertainty
in X = follows:
E(,B) = i?(BI)~(13H),

COVB =

Uncertainties can be categorized into natural (random) and modeling ones. The fornier are due to the
statistical nature of the loading environment and the
resulting loads, and they induce scatter in predictions. The latter are”due to the imperfect knowledge
of various phenomena, and ideahzations and simplifications in analysis procedures. These uncertainties
introduce both “bias and scatter.

uncertairity

Ang and Cornell [9] and Ditlevsen [10] proposed
two different methods for treating modeling uncertainties. Ang’s model is for both load and-strength
uncertainties.
Ditlevsen’s model was proposed’ for
uncertainties associated with strength but it can also
be applied to load variables.

CIassitication

error is ordy due to the tisumptions
tions in structural analysis.

for modeling

(COV&

+

and

COB,,,,)*

(2.2)
.

where
B = BIBIJ, and COV stands for the co
efficient of variation of the quantity specified by the
subscript .
Random

variables

BJ and BII are also assumedto

be independent of XO.
An example of quantifying modeling uncertainties is illustrated in Fig. 1, which hasbeen extracted
from [11]. The qumkity considered here is the maximum annual wave height in the northwest shelf of
West Austraha. The ratio of the measured. over the
predicted maximum wave height is showri in the horizontal axis. The maximum wave height is predicted
using a bindcast method. The wind speed,. which
corresponds to the maximum wave height is assumed
the probto be known. The vertical axis repr-nts
ability that the value of the ratio is less than some
given number. Based on”the information provided in
Figure 1, the mean of BII, which represents modeling uncertain y, is 1.1 and its COV is 0,13. This
means that, on the average, hindcast methods predict a value for the annual maximum wave height,
which is 10~o smaller thari the actual value. Moreover, BII is lognormally distributed.

.,

A random variable, such as the stress in a particular structural member, is a function of other random variables, such aa the wave height and the average wave period. Besides the errors involved in
calculating these variables, errors are also involved
in calculating the stress given the values of the latter

<.
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ramlom variables.
Ang and CornellpresentedformuIw for quantifyingthe uncertaintyassociatedwith
the above errors[9].

.-—

where c is a constant,
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The Ditlevsen’s
model isapplicable
to reduced
random variables[1],which are independentgaussian.We can obtainthesevariables
from theoriginal
ones by employing Rosenblatttransformation[12].
According to Ditlevsen[10],model uncertaintycan
be accountedforby the following
equation,

95
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(2.3)

X’=cx; +b

I

I
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arid b is a gaussian
random mi-

/

60

able,whichisstatistically
independent
ofX’. The

/

50

primeindicates
reducedrandom variables.

/

40 .
Ditlevsen,
and Ang and Cornell models are compared in Table I.

30

Clearly, Ditlevsen model is more general. The
main difference between these two mode~ i: that
Ditlev=n model accounts for the statistical
correlationbetween the errorin predictingthe valueof a
variable,
E = X’ – X;, md the valueof the variable
itself,
whileAng’s model assumes that these random
variables are independent.
This is demonat rated in
Figure 2, which is for the special caae that XP and
X are lognormal. The value of X’, which is equal to
lnx,
is plotted
thereas a function
ofXP. The averageof X’ or lnX, as well as regions corresponding to
thk average + one standard deviation, tie plotted in
Figure 2. It is observed that the error between actual
values and predictions for lnX, which is represented
by the width of the shaded region, is independent of
ilxp fOI the case of Ang’s mo-del.
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Fig. 1 Probability Distribution of Bias of
Extreme Wave Height

Notes:
a) ~ denotes the error between prediction and
me-urements,
i.e. ~ = X’ – X; (reduced
space), or ~ = X – XP (physical space).

on
2.3 Effectof modeling uncertainties
time extreme loads

b) P,xP denotes

In both ships smd offshore platforms, itisimport ant to distinguish between natural and modeling
effect on the maximum lifeuncertainties, and their
time loads and load efects.

the correlation

between

~ and

Xp.
c) For the special case that XP and X are lognormal, the Dit Ievsen’s model reduces to
Ang’s model, for c = 1.
Although Ang’s model is not as general as the
Ditlevsen model, it is preferable, because it is simpler. It requires less information in order to determine the statistics of its parameters, and it is very
convenient to use for the caae that the variables involved are lognormal. Moreover, it is expected that
random mriable B is logrmrmally distributed, for
most cases, because it is usually the product of several random variables. (Central Limit Theorem).

life-

In contrast to random uncertainties, modeling
uncertainties in extreme loads or load effects do not
decrease with the length of the return period incr-ing.
Indeed, these uncertainties are systematic.
Consequently, the modeling errors corr~ponding to
two or more load applications =e perfectly correlated. Therefore, the modeling error corresponding
to the mtimum
of these loads does not decre~e
with the number of load applications increasing, *
it is the case for independent or weakly correlated
errors. Therefore, uncertainties in liietime loads may
be grossly underestimated if we treat modeling uncertainties
as random.
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X is Lognormal

Fig. 2 Comparison Between Ang and Ditlevsen Models for
Modeling Uncertainties
,’

Table I. Compariwn
BetweenTheAng
Ditlevsen Models for Modeling

X = BXP

X’ =“cX; + b
ant
c Const

Equation:

b:random variable
independent
ofX;
Spacein which model is
applicable:

E(x’)

statistics of actual

2_22+a;
ox, - c ox,

= CE(X;)

+ -E(h)

E(x)

= E(E) E(XP)

Covx

= (Cov;

●

andpredictedtiues:
(.-1)+

and predicted
due
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error

Pfx:=,=

.

B: random vsriable
independent
ofXP

Physical

Reduced

%lationbetween

Correlation between

and

Ang

Ditlevsen

Characteristic

and Cornell
Uncertainty

P6X,

‘?

=

o

+ Cov;

? )1/2

We calculate
of some quantity
Let Xl, .... X. be
dom variable and

uncertainties
in the extreme value
X .accorcling to the following rule:
n independent
samples from a ranX(”) be their maximum value, i.e.

x(n) =

mar

(Xl,...j

).)

Then, the COV of the maximum X(’)
Covi(o)

= (COV;I

+ cov~(”)

(2.4)
is:

)+

where COV1=(. ) isthe coefHcient of tiation

where,
??l;jk
k the bendingmoment or shearforce,
at the
iihvoyage,which.isappliedto thej~hship,which
belongstothek~hCIXS,
m. istheaverageloadeffect
forallships,
m. + mk is the average load effect of all ships in the

(2.5)
of-the

maximum X(n) which cor~sponds to natural uncerofmriationassocitainties. COV1l isthecoefficient

atedwithmodelinguncertainties.
Equation (2.5) implies that the two types of uncertainty, natural (random) and modeling, must be
treated differently. when studying the uncertain y in
the extreme value of some load or load tiect. Furthermore, the contribution of modeling uncertainties
to the uncertain y in the msximum value, X(“), does
not decrease as the number of samples, n, increases.
In this paper, we have estimated uncertainties in extreme loads by employing eq. (2.5) for both ships

k~*class,
mo ~ 7JZk+ ?nj is the average
ship of the k’h CIUS,

thevariation
oftheloadeiTect
from
and c~ repr~ents
voyageto voyage.Accordingly,
the following
tiaacescan be defined,
a) m.riance of the load tiect
2
Uct

In this section, we study uncertainties in loads
and load eifects. For ships, we examine loads applied
to the main girder aa well aa hydrodynamic pressure.
Uncertainties in both short and long term predictions
are quad tied. For offshore platforms, we quad ify
uncertainties in baae shear and overturning moment.

3.1 Stillwatmr bending
forces on ships

moments

and shear

Guedes Soares and Moan [14] amlyzed stillwater bending moments an! shear forces for various ship
types. In this study, stillwater load ellects were aasumed to vary from voyage to voyage for a particular
ship, from ODe shipto another in a particular class
of ships, and also from one class”uf ships to another.
The above sources of variability can be modeled m
follows,
mijk=

mo+mk+mj+Ei

(3.1)

ship:

c) mrianceof theloadeffect
forallships:(m:+
u; + a~)llj.
The generality of description increaaes from a)
to c) by accounting for all ships in a class, or by
accounting for all ships in all classes. Clearly,
the varismce increws with the generality of description incre=ing.

equation
yields
significantly
larger
uncertainties
than
thosereported
intheliterature.

3.0 LOADS

for a particular

b) variance of the load tiect for all ships in a particular class, which is specified by k: (u: -I-U~)l/2,

For most applications,
this
and offshore structures.

Olufsen ad Bea [13],
and Bea [11]have concludedintheirwork thatuncertainties
inmaximum
designloadssad loadeffects
havebeenseriously
underestimated
intherecently
released
API -PRAC 22
designcodeforoffshore
platforms.
Itisremarkable
thatthe coefficients
of variation
of extremeglobal
loads,
whichwerederived
from theirstudies,
arealmost 1OO$’O
larger
than thoseused by the developers.
of the API code. In our opinion,
thisshould
be attributed
totheway inwhich~certainties
were
treated
indeveloping
thiscode.

load effect for the jth

Tables II summarizes the results from statistical
analysis of data on stillwat er bending moments for
seven types of ships. The values in this table have
been normalized by the corresponding values which
are prescribed by claasitlcation societies. The average
stillwater load effect, and the variance of thk load effect for one ship, and also for all ships in a given class,
are presented in Table H. The results are baaed on
the analysis performed by Guedes Soares and Moan
[14], and all the numbers are normahzed by the design values prescribed by classification societies. The
data used in this analysis can be found in Guedes
Soares and Moan [14] and in Guedes Soares [8].
Table II

Variability in stillwater bending moments

Type of ship (mO + mk)

(d,)

cargo

0.50

0.28

0.30

contsinership

0.72

0.16

0.20

0.30

0.38

0.30

0.41

0.22

0.36

Ore/Oil Carrier -0.44

0.22

0.37

-0.12

0.21

0.44

Bulk Cmrier
OBO
Chemical
Carier

Tanker

-0.00s

0.80
-0.005

(m: + !T;)112
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Notes
a) Potitive bending moments correspond
@g,

ad

to hog-

negative ones to sagging.

b) The bending moments have been normalized by
dividing by the values which are prescribed by
classification societies.

Guedes Soares [S], separated uncertainties
in response amplitude operators into those due to nonlinearities and those due to all the other simplifications
and idealizations.
According to hls approach the bias
in the response amplitude
operator is given by the
following equation;
~(~)

exIt is observedthatcargoand containerships
hogging moments. Tankers and Ore/Oil
perience
large
Carriers are subjected to sagging moments. Although
the average stillwater bending moment is small for
tankers, there is a large variability in this moment.
This is attributed to the large w.riabllity of the stillwater bending moment from one tanker to another:
Kaplan [7] reported some results on stillwater
bending moments obtained from Akita [15]. According to his study, the COV for containerships is 0.29,
md for tankers it is 0.99 for ballast, and 0.52 for
fidl load conditions. These values reflect tiablliiies from voyage to voyage and from one ship to arother within a particular class. They indicate the
same trend with Guedes Soares results. Indeed, the
variability is considerably larger for tankers than for
containershlps. However, Guedes Soaxes reported a
si~cantly
larger variabilityy for tankers (COV s
This
3.7) compared to that reported by Kaplan.
discrepancy
might be due to the large spreadkg
of
sizes of the tankers whkh were considered by Guedes
Soares. The COV reported for containerships are almost identical.
3.2 ‘uncertainties
in short term vertical wave
bending due to errors in response amplitude

operators
Kaplan [7] compared model data against theoretical predictions of response amplitude operators
for two Series 60 ships (0.70 arid 0.S0 block coef%cients), and also for the WOLVERINE STATE. The
data, which can be found ih Kaplan and W
[16],
cover different speeds and headings in regular waves.
Kaplan calculated the rms of the wave bendingm~

ment by using,a) theoretically
calculated
response
amplitude
operators
obtained
fromtheSCORES seakeepingcomputercode [17],
and b) merwmredresponseamplitudeoperators.
A reference
wave spectrum was used,forwhkh thevalueofthepowerspectraldensityfunction
was constantwith frequency.
The biasdue toerrors
inresponwamplitude
operatorswas calculated
by comparingtherms dues of
thewave bendingmoment, whichwerecalculated
by
and theoretical response ampliusingexperimental
tude operators.
Baaed on the above approach, Kaplan found that
the COV of the rrns wave bending moment is 0.10.
No information was provided on the probability distribution of the bias or its average value.
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~L ~s/ff

=

HP (W)

for any u

(3.2)

where, BL isthe biaii due to all uncertainti& except
nodinearities, Bs expresses the uncertainty in sagging, BH expresses ~he uncertainty
in hogging, H is

the actualresponseamplitudeoperator;
and iTPis
the value ofthe response arnp~tude operator as it is
predicted by a linear strip ‘theory based method. Errors due to the flexibdity of the ship hull were found
to be. unimportant except for very long (LZ 350m),
fast ships. Therefore, this sm.mceof uncertainty w=
neglected. Guedes Soares examined the error as=
ciated with the Salvensen, Tuck and Faltinsen [1S]
(S.T.F.) method. Linear models were postulated for
werefound
both BL and ESlH, and the coefficients
EL
by regressing
on datafrom model experiments.
was ~sumed
to be a function of the reIative heading
angle a, the Froude number V, and the block coefficientCB. The following relations
were
found for the
bias, “on the basis of’ regression fits.
BL = 0.00631ct + 1.22V + 0.657.CB + 0.064
for O ~ a <90°,

and

BL = -(1.00495&+
for 90°<

0.42V +- 0.701CB -1-1.28

(3.3)

a <180”.

.

The COV was found equaI to 0.3s for both cases.
An alternative simplified approach was also followed, in which the linear bias, EL, was assumed to
be a function of the signiilcant wave height, Hs, only.
For tl& case, the bias was found to be,
EL = 1.22-

0.005HS.

[3.4)

The COV w% found equal to 0.35. The bi= in
isdeiined as the ratio of the average value:
eq. (3.4)
of the measured and predicted response amplitude
operators over all heading angles and average wave
periods.
The effect of nordinearities was modeled by employing a linear model which involved the block ccdficient CB as a paraineter. The resulting equations,
which were also derived by regression, are,

BS = “1.74
– 0.93CB
BH =

0.26+0.93CB

The COV =

“for
sa@”ng,and
for-hogging.

(3.5)

found equal to 0.12 for both equations.

The following conclusions can be extracted from
[8] (eq. 3.3- 3.5):

~... .

●

●

●

●

S.T.F. method is unconserntive, when it is used
to predict sawing bending moments.
The error of the S.T. F. method is larger for beam
seas than it is for head and following seas. For
example, the him, ~L, for ct = 90°, V = 0.2,
and CE = 0.8, is 1.4S, while it is only 1.03 for
a = 180° and same V and CB.
S,T.F. method underestimates
sagging and overmodeldoes
estimates hoggingbecausethelinear
notdistinguish
betweenthem.
The error of the S.T.F. method due to nonlinearities is smaller for ships with large block codficients. This is true becauw the assumption of
vertical hull walls is realistic for ships with large
CB .

. The bias, BL j decreases

with HS increasing.

Although a large portion of the experimental
data used by Kaplan and Guedes Soares are identical,
a significant discrepancy is observed between their
COV’S. In our opinion, the above discrepancy should
be attributed to the way by which uncertainties were
quantfied by Guedes Soares [8]. More specifically,
Guedes Soares regressed on data for the ratio of measured and predicted response amplitude operators
for -ious
frequencies. This approach overestimates
modeling error, because it uws data from test measurements which axe contaminated with experimental errors aa well as concentrating on individud frequencies. In our opinion, a better way to proceed is
the following,

a linear
modelforthermsbendingmoa) postulate
ment,
thedataon transfer
function
intodata
b) transform
on therms bendingmoment by usingsome sea
spectrum(forexample,theISSC spectrum)and
by integrating
overfrequency,
on thedatafrom b),orsimplyestimate
c) regress
th; COV of the ratio
ofrne&reclo;erpredicted
rms bendingmoments.
which has been followed by KaThisprocedure,
plan [7], allows to average out the experimental error
as well as the individual frequency sensitivity by integrating over the frequency in step b). Therefore, the
results obtained from this approach should be more
realistic.

Guedes Soares [8]
in the
. . estimated uncertainties
most probable extreme long term vertical bending
moment for different caaes in which different amounts
of information on the type of ship or bending moment
is provided. The following cases were studied,
a)

taakers

(CB

= 0.8)

in hogging,

insagging,
b) tankers
c) containerships
(CB = 0.6)in hogging,
d) containerships (GB = 0.6) in sagging,
e) hogging in any type of ship,
f) sagging in any type os ship,
g) any type of ship and bending moment (hogging
or sagging) is unknown.
The results from his study are shown in Table IV.
Clearly, the variability in load tiects is smaller
for cases that the type of ship and/or the type of mm
ment are specif3ed in the formulation. For example,
the modeling bias for a ship with block c~cient
of
0.8 is 1.13 and.the COV is only 0.04. E the block coei3cient is not speciiied, the bias is 1.10 and the COV
is 0.15. This indicates that a design code, which distinguishes between various ship types arid hull characteristics and specii5es different load and strength
fact ors for each case, allows to design more efiicient
ships.
Another conclusion from Guedes Soares study is
that theoretical predictions axe almost always unconservative. This is primarily due to the unconservative
errors of line= strip theory in response amplitude operators. In particular,
the error in the sagging bending moments is very large for ships with small block
coefficients. For example the bh.s is 1.28 for cent ainerships. The reason is that nonlinearity in response
is significant for these ships, due to their nonvertical
sides. This unconservative error must be accounted
for in design because sagging can cause buckling of
the deck plates, which is an important failure mode
in ship hulls.

TableIII Relative
Contribution
ofVariousTypesof
Uncertainties
toTotalUncertainties
inExtreme
BendingMoment (source:
Kaplan[7])

Type of Uncertainty
3.3

..

Long term induced bending momerits

Kaplan [7] found that the. COV of the extreme
lifetime verticaJ bending moment is 0.19. The COV
of random uncertainties was found 0.065. No information was provided on the probability distribution
of the average value of the bias. The relative contribution of the uncertainties examined by Kaplan is
presented in Table 111.

Contribution
(%)

Spectral shape vzuiability

61

Uncertainty in transfer
function

27

12
Ramdom uncertainty
Note: Contribution
isdelined
as thesquareofthe
of theparticular
uncertainty
overthe’
total
unratio
cert
tint
y.
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Table IV Uncertainties in Long Term Vertical Wave
Bending Moment (wurce: Guedes Soars [8])

Modeling
Uncertainty
Exp. Bias/COV

Case

Random Uncertainty
Cov

Total Uncertainty
Exp. Bias/COV

in hogging

1.13/0.04

0.07

1.13/0.08

Tankers in sagging

1.13/0.04

0.07

1.13/0.08

Containerships in
hogging

0.88/0.05

0.07

0.88/0.09

Containerships in
sagging

1.28/0.04

0.07

1.28/0.08

Any ship in hogging

1.0/0.15

0.07

1.0/0.17

Any ship in sagging

1.2/0.08

0.07

1.2/0.11

Any ship/hogging
or sagging

1.1/0.15

0.07

1,1/0.17

Tders

Although Guedes Soares and Kapl~’s results
on long term bending moments are in good agreement, we believe that modeling uncertain ies were
not treated properly by the former. More specifically, Guedes Soares assumed that modeling errors
in mean square bending moments are independent
from one sea state to another or from one heading to
another (eq. 4.57, p. 278 of [8]). This assumption
is not realistic, because, as we mentioned in section
2, modeling uncertainties are systematic and as such,
they are highly correlated from one sea state to another or from one head~g angle to another. Therefore, the COV’S reported in Guedes Soares might be
lower than the actual values [8].
Faulkner [6], reported the following COV’S for
lifetime extreme vertical bending moments:
a) Modeling uncertainties;

0.15forw@ips
0.10forcommercialships
b) Random uncertainties:

ments was assumed to be 0.70, Unfortunately, no
information was provided in [2]on how thesenumbers were derived.Moreover, as itismentioned in
thisreport,the= numbers aresimplyc~de approximations.
The resultsfrom the studiesconsideredin this
sectionare summarized in Table V.
3.4 Uncertainties

in

hydrodynamic”pressure

Chen et al [19], compared theoretically predicted
hydrodynamic pressures on a ship hull against model
tests results and full scale measurements. A linear
strip”
theory
based
computer
code
(A13S/SHIPMOTION)
was used to calculate pressures. Measurements were obtained for an SL-7 containership ,pnd a Great “Lakes bulkcarrier. The total
hydrodynamic pressure, the pressure ~omponent due
to the incident and diffracted waves, aud the pressure
component arising from ship:mot ions were considered
in this study. Model tests were performed fur head
seas at Fkoude numbers 0.15, 0.23 and 0.32 over a
range of ship length/wave length ratios from 0.65 to
1.65.
The following are the main conclusions from Chen’s

0.12forbothwarships
and commercialships.

study.
Faulknerconsidered
a SL-7 containership
and
a largetankerin hlsstudy.He foundthattheuncert
tint
y islarger
forthecontainership
thanforthe
tanker,
whichagrees
withGuedesSosxes’
conclusions.
Finally,.
uncertainties
inboth vertical
and horizontalbendingmoments wereconsidered
iri
[2],
fora
tankerwithlengthequalto 160m. The bias of both
bending moments was assumed to be normal with a
mean of 0.95 and a COV of 0.1 for the vertical bending moment. The bias and COV for the horizontal
bending moment axe 0.85 and 0.15, respectively. The
correlation codcient
between the two bending m~
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The calculated pressures due to ship motions
correlated well wit h test measurements.

●

Good agreement was also found between predictions and measurements for the pressure due to
incident and diffract ed waves.

●

The agreement between predictions and measurements for the total hydrodynamic pressure
was good except for the bow and stern regions.
This should have. been expected because three
dimensional effects and nonhnearities are stronger
in these regions.

,-

>

Table V Summary of Results On Uncertainties
in Long Term Extreme Bending Moments.

V. Bend. Mom.

Qud,ity

Kaplan

(x,)

(x,)

Source

.

-/0.19

[7]

Guedes Soares
[8]

0.88-1.28/.
0.08-0.17
0.95/0.1

ISSC [2]
Faulkner [6]

H. Bend. Mom.

0.85/0.15

-/0.19 warships
-/0.16 conttinerShips

TableVI

FN = AH;

BoundsforBias of Response Amplitude

Upper

Bound

Froude number

Lower Bound

0.15

0.44

1.35

0.23

0.41

1.65

0.32

0,35

1.60

Using Chen’s results, we found upper and lower
bounds for the bias in the response amplitude operator for hydrodynamic pressure. (The response amplitude operator is the square root of the ratio of
the spectraJ ordinates of hydrodynamic pressure and
wave elevation at the same frequency.) The results
are shown in Table VI and they are for the SL-7 containesbip.
Clearly, the error in predicting hydrodynamic
pressures is significantly larger than that in predicting global loads (bending moments and shear forces).
This is true because global forces are obtained by inte~ating
pressures over the hull. A large portion of
the error is averaged out when integrating.
Thus, the
error in global forces is smaller than that in pressures.
Offshore

of fixed

offshore

plat-

in the context

according
tothefollowing
relation,

0.7.

Operator for Hydrodynamic Pressure on
.SL-7 Containership (Source: Chen et al. [19])

3.5

in analysis

of the L.R.F.D.
A.P.I. code (Moses, [20]). The maximum annual wave
height was assumed lognormslly distributed. Its COV
ranges between 10- 15% for the North Sea, 15% 25% for the Gulf of Mexico and it is somewhat higher
for offshore Alaska ad California. This information
was extract ed from measurements
reported by various authors and it is summarized on p. 2.23 of that
report.
It was shown that the effect of the length
of the exposure time on the lifetime mAroum
load
or load effect is to reduce its COV and to incresse
bias. However, no information
was provided on natural and subjective uncertainties.
Moreover, these
two types of uncertainty were not distinguished when
the lifetime distribution
of the maximum wave height
was derived from that of the annual one.
were studied

The lifetime maximum platform forces were aasumed to be related to the maximum wave height

Note:In ISSC studyXl,-Yzme normallydistributed
with corTelat ion co.&cient

Uncertainties
forms

platforms

In this section, we study uncertainties
in loads
on offshore platforms and their extreme values. The
study focuses on global loads, i.e. baae shear forces
and overturning moments.

(3.6)

where A is called analysis coefficient, and the expcnent a is 1 and 2 for inertia and drag dominated
platforms respectively.
For N = 20 ye=s, the bias
and the COV of the analysis coefficient were assumed
to be 0.93 and 0.25 respectively.
These results were
based on me=urements,
which were obtained from
the Ocean Test Structure
(0. T. S.) (Anderson et al
[21]). The latter is a drag dominated platform.
Olufsen and Bea [13], investigated theuncert ainties in extreme shear force and overturning moment
fortwo platforms located in the Gulf of Mexico and in
the North Sea respectively. Uncertainties were categorized into random (type I), and modeling ones
(type 11).
An empirical model, which as obtained by regression, was uwd to derive global forces from the
wave elevation. The following uncertainties were taken
into account,
●

errors in the procedure for deriving the force
from the extreme wave height,

●

error in predicting
theextremewaveheight,
ad

●

uncertainties

due to the effect of marine fouling.

It was stressed that the coefficient of variation in
the extreme globsl forces is =verely underestimated
if modeling uncertainties
are not treated properly.
More speciilcally, modeling uncertainties,
which are
involved in the calculating of loads and their effects,
are almost perfect ly correlated from one load application to armther. Therefore, in contr-t
to the random
uncertainties,
they do not decrease with the length of
the return period increasing. Hence, if we do not recognize the difference between the ways that the above
two types of uncertainties
propagate, we will underestimate the co~cients
of vtiation
of the extreme
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ties are 0.23. Thesevaluesincorporate
theeffect
of.
marinefouling.

lifetime loads. It is striking that the new L.R.F.D.
A.P.I. design code is based on a value of 0.37 for
the coefficient of variation of the 20 year extremere-

We derived
theuncertainties
inthelifetimema,x-

sponseofa platform,
whichisless
thanonehalfofthe
corresponding
valuewhichwas reported
by Olufsen
and Bea [13]’
(0.73-0.98fortheGulfofMexico,and
0.65fortheNorthSea).

imum global forces from those of the annual maximum loa& by using two approaches, in order to
demonstrate how important it is to treat modeling
uncertainties properly. In the fist approach,we assumed thatmodeling uncertainties
areperfectly
correlatedfrom one year to anotherand we used equations(2.2)to calculate
the totaluncertainty.
In the
second approach,we assumed that modeling uncertainties
are independentfrom one year to anotl-ier.
The detailsof the calculation
of the cficient of
variation”
are
described in the Appendix.
Rtit urn

Bea [11],
alsostudieduncertainties
for a platformlocated
inthe NorthwestShelfofWesternAustralia.
The global
forceto theplatformF, was calculated

by the foIlowing formula,
F=kdku

(3.7)

Ha

in the relation
between
where kd is the coefficient
thekinematics
ofthewaterparticles
and F, and k.

periods from 10 to 100 years were considered.
We
assumed that random variable BI, which represents
random uncertainties, follows the lognormal dist ribution. Thus, for long return periods, the maximum
value of BI follows the asymptotic,
type 1, probability distribution.

denotes the coefEcient in the relation between the
former and the wave height, If. Thus, the product
kukd corresponds to the ardysis coficient
A in eq.
(3.6). Exponent a is 1 and 2 for inertia and drag
dominated platforms respectively. Only uncertainties in annual maximum values were reported. These
values me presented in Table VII. The bias and the
coefilcient of variat ion,which were obtained by combining the uncertainties in the quantities involved in
calculating global forces (eq. (3.7)), were found to
be in good agreement with the corresponding values
estimated by comparing measurements against theoretical predictions.

The results are shown in Table VIII. It is observed that the second approach yields significantly
lower estimates for the coefficient of tiation
than

The principal component of the uncertainty in
isuncertainty
inthedrag
kd, as reported by Bea [11],

coefficient
Cd inMorison’s
formula.Based on OTS
data,Bea reported
thatthecoefficients
ofvariation
ofkd and cd, Whichcm-respondto random uncertainties,
are0.10,and thosedue to modeling uncerts.in-

the first approach. This is because; in this approach,
modeling uncertainties are a&umed to be independent from one year to another. Therefore, the co~cient
of variation of the latter decreases with iV
increasing. On the other baud, the component of the
total uncertainties due to modeling error does not
change with N in the first approach. It is observed
that the coefficient of variation of the maximum force
over a 20 year period is 0.66, which is significantly
higher than the value which waa used by the A.P.I.
rules. According to the foregoing discussion, t!is discrepancy is due to the difference between the ways

‘-. .

Table VII Uncertainties
in Amual Maximum Loads
for Drag and Inertia Dominated Platforms

Platform

Quantity

Random

Type

Drag
Dominated

Modeling

(type I)

(type 11)”

EBI

COV&

EB1l

COVB,,

Wave Height
Kinematics

(H)
(k”)

1.0
1.0

0.30
0.10

1.1
0.41

0.13
0,47

Force Coef.

(kd)

1.0
~o

0.10

1.67

0.23

0.62

0.83

0.58

Global Force

Wave Height

(H)

1.0

0.30

1.1”

0.13

Kinematics
Force Coef.

(ku)
(kd)

1.0 ‘
1.0

0.10
0.10

0.93
0.65

0.20
0.3

1.0

0.33

0.66

0.38

Inertia
Dominat ed

GlobalForce
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that modeling uncertainties are treated in [11] and
in [20].

Table IX Uncertainties Involved in Predicting
Extreme Loads on a Vertical Pile in the North Sea

(Source:
GuedesSoaressmd Moan [5])

numerical
valIt shouldbe notedthattheactual
ues for extreme load might -be different than the values reported in Table VIII, because it is difficult to
distinguish between random and modeling uncertainties, and to estimate the coefficients of variation for
random variables 131 and BII. .However, the trends
observed in this table should be correct, and ap
than 2 forcalculating
preach 1 ismore appropriate

Wave period (T) 5.4 + 0.373 H

Table VIII Total Coefficient of Variation of Global
Force as a Function of Return Period

Approach 1
CoVff,
COVB

1
10
20
50
100

0.62
0.35
0.31
0.27
0.25

0.85
0.68
0.66
0.64
0.63

Approach 2
COVB

Guedes Soares and Moan [5] considered the uncertainties. in the extreme forces applied to a verticsd
pile in the North Sea. The extreme forces correspond
Table IX presents the
to a return period of 100years.
random variables which were considered in this study
and their means and COV’S.
The COV of’ the extreme load was found to be
in the range between 0.34, and 0.45. The uncertainty
in the extreme wave height was found to be the most
import ant, because its eilect on the global load was
considerably larger than the effects of all the other
uncertainties. This conclusion agrees wit h the conclusions from Wirsching and Bea. Therefore, the uncertainty in environmental description (the extreme
wave height ) is the most important for offshore platforms.
The results from the studies considered in this
section are summarized ~n Table X.

0.16

0.14

80m

2/D

Cm-rent velocity
(c)

1.25 m/see

0.35

4.Om

0.0

(D’)

Fouling thickness
(K)

O.175m

Surface roughness
(R)
Drag coefficient

Wirsching [22], also studied uncertainties in loads
applied to offshore platforms. He represented the uncertainties in loads by the product of two coefficients
denoted by Es and BF. Bs corresponds to environmental uncertainties and BF accounts for the error in
load calculation. The statistics of ES were presented
in section 3. 13F was wsumed to be lognormally dis-

Cov

Water depth (D)

Pile diameter

0.85
0.43
0.38
0.34
0.31

tributed with an average value ranging from 0.6 to
1.1 and a COV between 0.1 and 0.3~

30m

Extreme wave
height (H)

uncertainties
inextremeloads.

Yeaxs

Mean value

Quantity

(cd)

0.02

Sarpkaya’s
data

Inertia coefficient

0.45

0.4

0.1

0.1

(CM)

Wave Kinematics

Stokes theory

0.25

Note: The following correlation coefficients were
sumed for the above ramdom variables:
p
p
p
p
p
p

4.0

a9-

(H, T) = 0.5,
(H, c) = 0.4,
(K, R) ==0.7,
(R, CD) = 0.5,
(R, Ckf) = –0.5,
(cD, cJf) = ‘0.9,

FATIGUE
Fatigue

is an import-t

consideration

in struc-

tural
design.
Formany structural
systemssuchaafor
offshore
structures,
fatigue
isthemost critical
failure mode, and thussafetyrequirements
associated
withfatigue
reliability
dictate
designdecisions. Fatigue strength can be described by a characteristic
S-N curve or by a fracture mechanics model.
A cumulative damage based approach for fatigue
analysis consists of the following steps:
a) modeling the loading environment,
b) modeling loads,
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Table X

Uncertainties in Extreme Global Loads
on Offshore Platforms

Return Period
(years)

Bias/COV

Source

possibly
becausethe parametric
equations
covera
largenumber ofgeometries
and loading
conditions.
concentration factor
Uncertainties
in thestress
are large for other engineering .structures. For example, the stress concentration factor for the fatigue
analysis of a liqtid propellant engine waa assumed to
follow the beta distribution. The stress concentration factor is in the range from 1.2to3.5,and that

.,......

itsCOV isroughly0.15.

Moses
[20]

20

0.7/0.37

4.2

Uncertain iesin cumulativefatiguedam-

age.
20
100

–/0.66’
-/0.63’

Table VIII

Wirsching
[22]

0.4 – 1.3/
0.41-0.671’4

Guedes Soares
and Moaa [5]

–/0.34

Studies on fatigue reliability of marine structures
assume that the effect of random uncertainties is negligible. Thus, these studies account ordy for modeling uncertainties in stress evaluation procedures [26].
Although the efTect of random uncertain ies reduces
with the number of load cycles increasing, to the best
of our knowledge no study has proven that the effect
of random uncertainties is negligible.

100

– 0.45

Olufsen and Bea
-/0.73 – 0.93”2
[13]
-/0.65”3

The objectives of the exercise presented in this
section are to address the’ above issue, estimate uncertainties in the cumulative fatigue damage over the
lifetime of platforms and ships, and study the relative
importance of each uncertainty.

100
100

Notes: 1 Bi~ is lognormally distributed
2 Gulf of Mexico

The following are the basic assumptions:

3 North Sea

a) Fatighe life can be estimated by using the S-N
curves. The dope of these curves is constant for
any number of cycles, N.

4 Modeling uncertainties
c) evaluation
d) evaluation

... ,.

of field stresses in the structure,
of stresses

crack initiation

(stress

at all points

of possible

concentrations),

b) Miner’s rule can be used to estimate fatigue darrage.

and

c) The stress amplitude distribution is known.
e) evaluation
lifetime

of cumulat ive fat igue damage

over the

of the structure.

In this section,

we quantify

errors in calculating

stress concentrate ion fact ors. We alw combine the errors involved in all the steps of fatigue analysis amd
quantify uncertainties
in fatigue damage, for the csse
that a cumulative damage approach is used. Finally,
we investigate the relative importance
of the uncertainties in each of the steps a) to e), wd also of the
random and modeling uncertain ies.
4.1

Uncertainties

in stressconcentrationfac-

tor.
Wirsching [22] reported estimates of the uncertainties in stress concentration
factors for t ubhr
structures.
Theseuncertain
iesare
joints of offshore

forstress
concentration
factors
which areobtained
from parametric
equations,
suchasthoseby Kuang,
Potvinand Leick[23].
AccordingtoWirsching,
the
factor is in
averagebiasin thestress
concentration
the range from 0.80 to 1.20, and the COV ranges between 0.1 and 0.50. The bounds for the bias and the
COV in stress concentration factor are very wide,
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d) The mean and standsrd deviation of the cumulative damage, D, can be estimated by linearizing
the expression relat& D with all random variables around the mem-i values of these variables.
This is a crude approximation because the derivatives of the damage with respect to the values
of the random variables are not constant. Ad-ted
met hods for fast probabilityy integration
However, the
are more accurate inthiscase[1].
objective of this study is to identify the most important uncert tinties and to obt tin only rough
estimates of the COV of II. Moreover, the estimates for the biti and the COV of the random miables
invcdved in darnage calculations
are very crude. Thus, for this case, the benefits from using an advanced fast probability integration method are minimal. Due to the above
reasons, we adopted &&mption d.
Under the above assumptions, fatigue damage
can be calculated by the following equation [26]:
(4.1)

\. \ .

where,
represents

BII

at points

the modeling

error in the stress

of stress concentration,

---m, is the exponent

in the S-N curves,

stress
amplitude
at theith
.51, is thepredicted
loadapplication,
and

The first term in the expression with the square root,
on the right side of (4.5), represents the effect of modeling .ucertainties.
The second term is associated
with uncertainties in S-N curves and the third repreofrandom uncert
tint
ies.
sents the effect

As mentionededier,equations
(4.4)and (4.5)
ae approximate.The reasonsforusingthem have
beenmentionedearlier
inthissection.

A, istheconstant
hmd side of the
attheright

4.3 Relativeimportance of random
tainties.

S-N equations.
The summation
The modeling

is for all load applications.
bias BII

isgivenby thefollowing
equa-

tion:
(4.2)

BjI=BM.Bs.BFaBfi-BH,

where,
BM represents uncertainties in the geomet ry due
to manufacturing imperfections,
Bs

represents uncertainties in sedate
tion,

descrip

BF

represents uncertainties in wave load predictions,

BN is the bias for errors in structural analysis,
and
BH is the bias for uncertainties in stress concentration factors.
.-/’

uncer-

orderTaylorseries
expansion
of
By usinga first
the expression
for D about the mean valuesof all
random variables,
we obtainthemea valueof D,
E(D)

=

Em(BII)

Z Ern(Si)
E(A)

(4.3)

Assuming that the statistics of the predicted stress
are the same for all load cycles, we have,
E(D)

=

Em(B1l)

iV . Em(S’i)
E(A)

(4.4)

“where N is the number of cycles over the liietime of
the SKIP.
The coefficient of m.riation of fatigue damage D in
(4.1) is,

COVD = (m2COV~,l~COV~+cOV~~m

Here, we compare the efTect of random uncertainties on the fatigue damage against that of modeling uncertainties.
We al= investigate the eEect of
the correlation between the maxima of the stress process.

We considered

two cases.

In the iirst case, the

ofthestress,
Si, follow theRayleigh
distribution,
whileinthesecondtheyfollowtheWeibull
distribution.
We awume thatthecorrelation
coeRcient
betweentheithand thekthstress
msxima,Si
and Sk,is,
maxima

PS, sb = P~2~~L, where psi si+,
istheCorrelai
tion coefficient between two subsequent peaks. In
our study we considered different values for psisi+l
in the range from O. to 0.99. In the following discussion, subscripts will be dropped. After some algebra,
the following equation was derived for the CO-V of
random uncertainties:
covsrrl(~
COVE,.

–

=

“*)’/*

yl/2

(4.6)

maximum.
where COV5 istheCOV ofa local
The COV increases with the correlation coefEcient
between subsequent maxima increasing. It is observed from (4.6), that the COV for random uncertain ies decreases, with the number of load cycles,
N, increasing. Moreover, it is almost zero for lsrge
vslues of N (say 107), for any value of p less than
one.
The COV for random uncertainties is presented
in Table XI, for three cases. In the first case, the
stress amplitude follows the Rayleigh dk-ibution,
while in the latter two -es,
it follows the Weibull
distribution [27],

)1/2, (4.5)
Fx(z)

=

1 – e-(~’)’

(4.7)

where

Coefficient
c eqmds 0.7 and 1.0 for the l~t two cases.
VBJ, isthe COV of modekg

bias,

VA istheCOV ofA, and
V--s-

is the COV of thesum 2S~.

i h% been droppedinequation
Note thatsubscript
(4,5).

It is observed that the eifect of random uncertainties is small. Moreover, a similar calculation for
IV = 10B, which is a typical number of load applications over the lifetime of a marine structure, showed
that the COV due to random uncertainties is practically zero. Since the distributions considered for the
stress peaks represent real life situations, we conclude
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thatrandomuncertainties
canbe neglected
infatigue
reliability
analyskwithoutlosing
any accuracy.
This
istrueevenforthecaseforwhichtheadjscentstress
maxima tiestrongly
correlated.
Hence,thedue of
p isalsounimportantprovidedthatthenumber of
loadcycles.
islarge(say107).

Notes:
a) This COV refers to the cumulative
ronmental

and load evaluation

to the product

eflect of envi-

uncertainties,

ie.
‘L.

of BS and 13F.

b) This COV represents modeling uncertainties in
Table XI’ ‘CoefFmient of Variation of Cumulative
Fatigue Damage Due to Random Uncertainties
(N= 10’)

Distribution
Stress
Amplitude

of

COV of Cumulative

Correlation
Subsequent

Darnage

Coei%cient of
Peaks

and Bea’s data axe for offshore platWirsching’s
forms while Kaplan’,s data are for ships. Kaplam [7]
and Bea [11]
providedestimates
forBS and BF only,
In addition, the value of .COV~~ for ships was separately calculated in [28]. The COV’S for the other
variables were ~sumed to be equal to the corresponding wdues provided by Wirsching [22,29].

0.0’

0.5

0.8

0.9

0.99

Rayleigh

0.0

0.0

0.01

0.01

0.03

WeibuU
(c= 1.0)

0:01

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.06

There is uncertainty in stress calculations due to
the fact that the peaks of the wave elevation do not

Weibull
(c= 0.7)

0.01

0.10

follow the Rayleigh distribution.
This uncertainty
introduces conservative bias in the stress predictions.

~

4.4
Uncertainties
age.

0.01

0.02

in cumulative

0.03

fatigue

dam-

The equations of the previous sections allow to
quantify the uncertainties in the cumulative fatigue
damage. Eq, (4.4) can be used to calculate the average bias while eq. (4.5) is for the COV We used
the above equations to calculate the average bias

and COV offatigue
damage fortypical
marinestruccontribution
of
tures.We also studiedtherelative
various
uncertainties
totheoverall
uncertainty
infatiguedamage.
The data on various uricertainties, which are involved in fatigue analysis, are presented in Table XII.
Exponent m was takento be 4.38,

TableXII Uncertainties
Involved
inAllSteps
ofFatigueAnalysis

Cov

Type of
[22,29]

.

[11]

[7]

BM

0.2

0.2

0.2

BS

0.5

0.58”

0.15

BF

0.2

BN

0.3

0.3

0.12

BH

0.3

0.3

0+3

BA

1.0”

1.0

1.0
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Table XIII prewnts the overall uncertain y in cumulative damage, as well as, the relative contribution
of all types of uncertainties to” the cumulative damage. In this table COVM, COVS, COV~, COVN and
COVH represent the COV’S of BM, Bs, BF, EN and
~H, respectively.
The following concluaio~
Table 13.

can be extract ed from

‘k/,

incumulative
damage isverylarge
a) Uncertainty
forboth shipsand offshore
platforms,
The reasonisthatfatigue
damage isextremely
sensitive
totheamplitudeoftheapplied
stress.
Inother
worda,a small change in the amplitude results
to a large change in the fatigue d-age
expected fatigue life.

and the

b) As indicated by “our example, uncertainty in fatigue damage is smaller for ships than for offshore structures.
c) Uncertainty in describing the loading environment is the most important for offshore platforms. This means that even a small reduction
in this uncertain y will result to a large reduct ion
in the overall uncertainty in fatigue damage.

Uncertainty

.

the combined wave and slamming bending mcrnent. The estimate w= baaed on COV’S of 0.1
and 0.16 for the uncertainties in wave and &WIIming bendingmoments,respectively.

0.196

d) For the caae of ships, the uncerttint y in the.stress
concentration factor is the most important. The
next important uncertainty is that in A, whk.h
is the mnstaat in the right hand side of the expression for the S-N curves.
e) The effect of raudom uncertainties is negligible b~auae these uncertainties are averaged out
in the procedure for evaluating fatigue darnage.
Moreover, the statistical correlation between consecutive stress peaks is unimportant in fatigue.

‘\. >

‘

TableXIII Uncertainties
inCumulativeFatigueDarnageand Relative
Contribution
ofEach Uncertainty
inTableXII

COVD

Source

Wirs.thing
[22,29]
3.29

COVM

GOV.

COVF

COVN

COVH

CO VES.COVA

0.07

0.45”

0.07

0.16

0.16

0.0

0.09

0.15

0.15

0.0

0.08

0.06

0.35

0.0

0.20

Bea [11]

3.42

0.07

0.55

Kaplan[7]

2.21

0.16

0.09

0.14

CONCLUSIONS
The following

alsosignticsmt
variation
betweensimilar
ships
smd betweendifferent
shiptypes.

are the main conclusions:

1. In bot h ships and offshore platforms,

it is impor-

tant to distinguish between random and modeling uncertainties and between their effects on
lifetime extreme loads and load effects. In contrast to the random uncertainties, modeling uncertainties do not decreme with the length of
the exposure period incre-ing. Therefore, if we
treat the latter uncertainties as if they were random, we may grossly underestimate uncertainties in extreme loads. In our opinion, approach 1
in Table VII is more appropriate than approach
2.
2. We believe that modeling uncertainties have not
been treated correctly (i.e. according to the
method described in Section 2) in the new Load
and Resist ante Factor Design code of the American Pet roleum Institute, As a result, the cm
efficients of vaniation of load effects have been
grossly underestimated.
3. An effective way to quantify uncertainties is to
classify different types of ships with different characteristics and operational schedules, and deter~ne uncertainties for each class, separately.
The resulting uncertainties will be considerably
lower than those determined by an approach which
does not distinguish between different types of
ships.
4, Moreover, we may consider the dependence of
modeling errors on some parameters, such w the
significant wave height, and the relative heading
angle. Then, we can employ regression’ to” determine relations between the error and the above
parameters. Fkom work dealing with this ap-

proach,
itwas demonstrated
thatsuchrelations
can be us~d to improvetheoretical
predictions
ofloadsand loadelfects
and reducetheassociateduncertainti~
by a significant
amount.However,thisapproachrequires
a sui%ciently
large
databasewhichcontdnsresults
from analytical
procedures
and measurementson loadsand load
effects.

6.

The coefficient
ofvariation
forextremewavem~
mentsinshipsisroughly0.20.The bias(ratio
of
actual
overpredicted
value)
isgreater
thanone,
whichmeans thattheoretical
estimates
ofwave
loadsare~wer thantheactual
values.
However,
themagmtude ofthisexceedence
aboveone dependsupon thetypeofshipaswellaaconsiderate
ionoftheparticular
typeofbending(ie.saggingorho~ing).

7.

Ithaa been reportedin theliterature
thatthe
coefficient
of variation
in extremegloballoads
(overturning
moments and baseshearforces)
on
offshore
platforms
rangesbetween0460to 0.90.
Whilethesenumbersarelarge,
and their
precke
magnitudemay be questioned,
theactual
values
areexpectedto exceedthosein thenew .A.P.L
code.The trendindicated
by thesenumbersappearstobe proper.

&

Linearseakeeping
me’thods
camot estimate
hydrodynamicpressures
on theshiphullwithacceptable
accuracy.Thisisparticularly
truein
the vicinity of the bow and the stern of the ship
hull. These methods are more effective in calculat ing global loads and wave bending moments.

9. Nonlinear effects are more important

for ships
with small block .meflicients, such as containerships, than for ships with large block coefficients
such as tankeri and bulk carriers.

10. Random uncertainties are unimportsmt in fatigue
reliability aaalysis of both ships-and offshore piatfomns. Moreover, the statistical
correlation between subsequent
wave peaks is also unimportant.
The following conclusions refer to the relative
importance of the uncertainties involved in stress analysis. Some of these conclusions are based on work,
which was performed in the.context of the SSC project
but which

has not been presented

11. It is general
tures,

effects
in different
voyagesof a ship.There is

fixed

that,

the uncertainty

environment

variability
instill
waterload
5. Thereissignhicant

consensus

in offshore

in describing

is the most

important.

platforms,

for which

offshore

fects are insigficant,
certainty

in this paper.

For those
dynamic

ef-

the largest part of this un-

is due to errors in estimating

term maximum

struc-

the loadng

the long

wave height.
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12. Uncertainties

in the value of the drag coefEcient
in Morimn equation are also important.

,13. Uncertainties in describing the loading environ-

ment (wave height and period) are the most important in fatigue analysis of offshore platforms.
Errors in stress concentration factor ad in structural analysis follow in terms of relative impor;
tame. It shouldbe mentioned that errors in
structural analysis are primarily due to errors
in estimating the natural period of a platform.
which were studied in this paper,
14. The examples,
.
indicate that the tmcertainty in stress concentration factor is the most important in fatigue
analysis of ships.
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Appendix

: Calculation

time Maximum

of Uncertainties

inLife-

Loads or Load Effects

The bks B, of the annual msximum load has a
lognormal probabilityy distribution. Therefore,
(lnb - ~)’
fB(b) = ~

ur

2nbe

-

ZF2

where,
a = (ln(l

+ cov:))l/2,

A = ln(EB)

,-—.
-,,
/

– ~,

and EB and COVB are the mean and thecoefEcient
ofvariation
ofB, respectively.
The log-normal
dist
ributionbelongs
totheexponential
class
ofprobability
distributions
becauseitsatisfies
von Mises’condition
[27].Therefore,
themaximum vslueof B, overan
i’VyearperiodB(NJ,follows
theType 1 asymptotic
extremevalueprobability
distribution,
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DISCUSSION
Stig Berge

.

Some questionsrelated to the fatigue modeling
You conclude thatyour example calculation indimtm that
ships
than
theuncertaintyin fatigue damage is smaller for

_

MQpn 50%m ~% [5, 11,
13,20,26,29]. The
cmqmndmg ticient
of variationof longitudinal
wavebendingmomentsappliedto shiphullsis roughly
20%p,30], whichiss@i.6mntlylowefthanthatfwthe
cs= of of&horeplatfcurns.

for
offshore
Sallcllu=.
This
issurprising,
ML least
lK?cause
explicit
fatigue
design
pmedures
arewell
e-

The following isourrespnsetothe qwstionontheeffect
(induced
frommdilIof other thanenvircmmedal loads

Iis&xIforoffshom structures,whereasfm shipsthereis no
validated procedure available. How general do you feel
your conclusion is?

qarx16wnchangeainballaSumlitkm).
We blieve
that
theloads
dueengine
titration
only
affect
thefatigue
lifeofcompentslhat
arekated~theengineroom,
thepqwllerortheshafting
system.
lkefme,these
Ioadsamoflirnikd
rntereain
this
study.
Chngesin
Mlasteditkmssbuld
hawaaignik
nteffectonthe
-dauue~
St&mesaesintheshi hulldepndonboth
ballast
andldingmm Cl
“tbs.

Inthefatigue analysis youappear to take intowmunt
environmental loading only. Fm ships it is kmwn that
other sources of loading (induced from machimy,
changes in lxillastcondition) signMcady affects fatigue
life. Are you able to assessrheeffect of thw losdingson
your overall alulysis?
Your analysis is based on SN ct.uvesessentially derived
from small scale testsperformed in air. In offshore structuresdesign these curves have to be md@d
in order to
rake into account the detrimentaleffects of=
water, cf.
ongoing revisions of the UK DEn guidance notes. For
ship details, which often see an even more aggressive
environment (intemitmnt water and air, high corrosion
rates, these SNcumsmaylxtomlly~
as
indicated by fatigue testsperformed in sea water drip [1].
If an explicit fhtiguedesign procedure for shipswere to k
fmmulated, whatarethe authom’ comments on thechoice
of design SN curves?
Referenti
[1]

S. Bwge, “Constant amplitude fatigue swength
of wel& in sea water tip,” ECSC Select Seminar on Offshore Steels R~h,
Cambridge,
1978,

E. Nikolaidis
The fust question regards the contention that modeling
uncerkdntyin fatigue analysis is larger for offshore platforms than for ships. This is mue Imause the emu involved in calculating loads is significantly larger for
offshore slmctmes thanfor ships, Inti
the cdlicient
of variation of global loads applied to Offshcm Structure
(base shear force, and overturning bending moment)

9

●

-

staticameases
SignifIwntly @et
life of the hull.

the fadgue

●“ The mfficient

of variation of still water
bending moment and the resulting static
stressesis large [8].

However, we Mieve that the effect of unceminties in
loading and Wlast ccmditions on b cumulative fatigue
damage over the lifetime of the ship is significantly
Smalleftha ntlmtofth eshmtter mstillwaterbending
moment. Inas it is explaind in the paper (section
4.3), theeffect ufmndom unca-tainticson thecumulative
damage decwith the length of the exposure pried
increasing.

—x

We agree with the comment on the choice of S-N cures;
the effect of mrrosion is importantand it should be taken
into account in fatigueanalysis. However, we did not take
into account the effects mentioned in the pvious two
paragraphsbauaeourobjecfive
wasordy to compre the
signiilcancc of mndom and modeling uncertaintiesand to
identify the most criticrd compments in fatigue analysis
ratherthantoderiveex@estimatea ofthehtiguedamage.
Referenw
[30]

Fatdlmer,D. “Semi-_ilisdc
Approach to
the Ihign of Marine SEucWres,”Extreme
Loads Sympcmium,SNAME, Ar@ton,
Vir@r@ 19S1. NOW Nutrks refer to references in the ~.
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